This year, the RV rules have been organized into categories with all modifications based on recommendations from the Transportation Service Gameday RV Advisory Committee formed from statements made during the open forum meetings held this past year.

In general, permits are intended to be used by the permit holder, spouses may co-register as permit holders and the rules will continue to be reviewed annually in order to ensure an enjoyable RV family experience.

**Rule changes for 2014:**

**Space Use**

- **Rule 1** - (new) safeguards that all RV spaces are appropriately used to their fullest extent
- **Rule 2** - (new) discourages businesses from buying space for resale and thwarting the Aggie family experience
- **Rule 3** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 4** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 5** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 6** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 7** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 8** - (unchanged)

**Permit Resale**

- **Rule 1** - (new) eliminates profiteering
- **Rule 2** - (new) provides convenient options for permit holders to resale their individual permits
- **Rule 3** - (new) covers transaction processing costs
- **Rule 4** - (new) ensures no-hassle transfer of information and permits to new purchasers

**Permits**

- **Rule 1 thru 3** – (text is unchanged) splits 2013 rule into individual rules for emphasis

**Generators**

- **Rule 1** - (modified) precisely defines “too loud” in order to encourage compliance and ensure an enjoyable experience by all
- **Rule 2** - (modified) changes the word “should” to “must” to eliminate ambiguity
- **Rule 3** - (unchanged)

**Responsible Conduct**

- **Rule 1** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 2** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 3** - (unchanged)
- **Rule 4** - (modified) clarifies existing pet rule and aligns it with university policy
Rule 5 - (unchanged)

Rule 6 - (unchanged)

Barbecue Pits

Rule 1 - (new) averts smoke drifting into open RV windows while people sleep

Rule 2 - (text is unchanged) splits the 1st section of 2013 rule into individual rule for emphasis

Rule 3 - (modified) adds “DO NOT MOVE COAL DUMPSTERS” to 2nd section of 2013 rule to resolve persistent fire risk issue

Rule 4 - (modified) clarifies 3rd section of 2013 rule to eliminate ambiguity

Waste Management

Rule 1 - (unchanged)

Rule 2 - (unchanged)

Rule 3 - (new) ensures waste and run-off will not encroach on the enjoyment of others

Guests/Additional Parking

Rule 1 and 2 - (text is unchanged) splits 2013 rule into individual rules for emphasis